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by Dean Tseng, Fastener World

One of the most reputable Taiwanese CNC precision machining companies 
is Chinmore Industry rising from the electronic communication and 
automotive communication industries. In its 25 years of history, the 
company manufactures and supplies high-frequency antennas, as well 
as various precision parts made of iron, copper, steel, stainless steel, and 

PTFE. The company can process parts of diameters ranging from Ø1 to Ø42mm, and lengths 
from 0.5 to 150mm, within 0.005mm tolerance. In addition to domestic orders, it also takes 
OEM and ODM orders from major high-end markets in the U.S., Europe and Japan.

Using High-End Japanese Machine Tools;
Guaranteed Quality and High Customer Loyalty

Chinmore Industry believes reputation is founded on quality. Its manufacturing plant uses 
composite CNC machine tools from Nomura (Japan) for better and unified management of parts, 
higher precision and stable quality. It utilizes and harnesses Japanese craftsmanship manifesting  
high precision, stable production, short lead time and high customizability to satisfy clients and 
swiftly cope with rush orders.

Clients will provide drawings, sizes and requests 
for special specifications for engineers and technicians 

to see if the manufacture is possible, and the company 
will provide suggestions for production. Samples will be provided to clients for 
confirmation before mass-producing and this fulfills tailored service. The company 
is certified to CE, RoHS, ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 and uses automatic 3D 
projectors for inspection. Quality assurance is carried on as per client’s standards, and 
the result is a host of loyal and repeat clients. 

Actively Attending Exhibitions to Expand U.S and Europe Market 
Shares in High Market Outlook

Besides capabilities in design, manufacture and export, the company has a one-stop 
vertically integrated production line. It can supply products in separate rounds to help 
them reduce inventory, providing flexible service in accordance with clients’ changing 
needs. Since last year, the company’s sales from orders increased as high as 30%. With 
many countries gradually opening up their markets, Chinmore industry has begun 
exhibiting overseas for full-on expansion in the U.S. and Europe. Currently in Europe, 
Chinmore’s footprints have reached Spain, Germany, Czech Republic among others.

President Tim Wang said lately the company has purchased 3 manufacturing 
machines. The increased capacity is enough to cope with precision parts demand in the U.S. and Europe. “We will continue to 
develop dies and add industry-leading advanced machines, so that our clients are reassured that if they let us handle for them, 
they are trusting the expert!”

Expands Production and Overseas Shares 
in Electronic Components
銷量衝高三成！ 
竣茂工業增產，
全力擴大海外電子零件市場 Sales up 30%! 

CHINMORE INDUSTRY 

Contact: Mandy Wang    Email: mandy@chinmore.com.tw


